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Nov 03, Nathan Dehoff rated it liked it While the first two books of this series were focused on Matthew
Mantrell, a graduate student who was transported to a more fantastic but less morally complicated world and
became a wizard, this one mostly follows his friend Saul Bremener, who finds himself in the same world and
is even more reluctant than Matt was to dedicate himself to either good or evil. He seeks to defeat Suettay, the
witch queen of Allustria, and manages to save several of her hench-witches, hence the title. He teams up wi
While the first two books of this series were focused on Matthew Mantrell, a graduate student who was
transported to a more fantastic but less morally complicated world and became a wizard, this one mostly
follows his friend Saul Bremener, who finds himself in the same world and is even more reluctant than Matt
was to dedicate himself to either good or evil. They also ally themselves with the Spider King, who has his
own dimension that intersects the others. This was extremely tiresome, in part because it took large chunks
from the first book. There was hardly anything original in it, and it got to be a real slog to get through. Saul,
seeking his only pal Matt, wakes from spider bite to spectacular scenery "most glorious sunsets" p 43, a world
where rhymes are spells, and Good always conquers Evil no spoiler. Dese Quest bogs down in philosophy
blather, repetition, plagiarism from 1,2 in series; denial reputes hero. Deservedly forgot read before. Saul
denies reality, allegiance, yet helpers flock. His everpresent guardian angel dad? Geas from "elfin prince" p 67
tames carnivorous troll Gruesome, promises aid on-call. Demons of entropy and mischief, Max and Gremlin,
are amoral. To older Saul, "from the airy height of 25", squire Gilbert 18 seems "very young" p Order of Saint
Moncaire, patron of Merovence, trains monk-warriors, like Templars. Father Ignatius hears confessions of
witches, so Saul can heal repentant sick thus title by spells from himself and prolific scribbler Frisson. Three
days ago, Matt left behind a parchment he was translating, now spiders infest the empty rooms. An especially
"big fat one" p 19 bites Saul on the neck while he translates runes on a brand-new parchment to "Hey Paul
nickname , get in touch" p Arachnids continue to inform "scampered straightaway back" p the Spider King.
Master manipulater weaves plots "at the nexus of the worlds" p , "between the universes" p , his "tendrils
reaching where "my analog, one very like to me, was born", on Earth "Louis XI" p , sends unwanted
companions to defeat evil Queen Suettay. Reason for villain name, maybe pun, is incomprehensible, like more
boring blather skipped. Philosopher by degree studying for physics Master continually argues the meaning of
good and evil, refuses to commit to either, denies "hallucination" p 20, "raving delusions" p He acts opposite
of claim "determined not to be committed, you see - not to a woman, not to an idea, not even to myself, if I
can help it - but especially not to good or evil" p Presence is "here because of a friend" Matt p Passages from
previous books repeat - 1 same Greensleeves song binds lovers, Max p Suettay left unconfined like Bruitfort,
but no argument against death sentence. Rather they know not how to kill her yet because her heart is
elsewhere. Decision reversed "kill in cold blood.. Even then, she believes Father of Lies, that she will rejoice
punishing weaker villains there, not suffer herself. Karate student since childhood bullies knows how to fight.
Supernatural stretches to excess. Fleshly temptation is classic "where Circe beguiled the men of Odysseus
dwells a nymph named Thyme" p , he ignores "more beautiful and seductive and sensuous" p , has to rescue
succumbed Frisson again. Again, do you see relevance? He is meant to save the kingdom of Allustria from its
usurping monarch, just as Matt was brought to the neighbouring country of Merovence to do the same thing
there. As in the other two novels, much of the interest in The Witch Doctor is derived from the way in which
Stasheff takes medieval Catholic doctrine seriously. Here, it is much better integrated into the plot than it was
before; the earlier novels tended to use it over frequently as an easy way out of a tight corner. At the same
time, however, the plotting is very formulaic, as characters move from one puzzle to the next as though they
were taking part in a role playing game rather than a novel. The characters themselves are ciphers, even Saul
being far too much like a replay of Matt. The novel is rather like the later part of the Xanth series by Piers
Anthony in this respect, though it thankfully avoids most of the awful puns that are so important there.
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Living the Dream uses demographic data, email opt-ins, display advertising, and affiliate links to operate this
site. Please review our Terms and Conditions for more information and our Privacy Policy. Visiting a witch
doctor was never on my list when I set off for Africa. I am a highly skeptical person in general and distrustful
of all religions, conventional or otherwise. Yet time and again I find myself giving into whimsy and trying my
hand at tarot cards or fortune tellers. So when it was rainy and quiet one afternoon in Malawi and the local
guide asked if I wanted to go see the witch doctor in town and have my future told, I admit I was a bit curious
to see what he could tell me. We set off in the rain through ankle-deep mud throughout the village in rural
Malawi. Get your next trip covered today! One main room built out of concrete with curtained-off bedrooms
and alcoves. It was about the size of my bedroom back in Vancouver and bereft of any furniture except a crate
I was told to sit on. I was left alone in the room to think of any questions I had for the witch doctor for a few
minutes, and to knock when I was ready. When I signaled my readiness, my guide, the witch doctor and his
assistant all filled the room, chanting loudly and dancing around me in a circle. Meeting the Witch Doctor The
witch doctor is an older man from the community. He was dressed in a bright colored silk outfit with bells on
his ankles. His bare feet tapped rhythmically as he jumped and shouted around the room, chanting
hypnotically. It was one of the first questions I asked. My witch doctor had originally not wanted to be a witch
doctor. He told me of a night stuck high above the town in a lightning storm where he thought he was going to
die and how he had had a euphoric vision in which all was revealed to him: As my guide translated, I asked
questions about how he treated patients and what he could predict. He boasted quite heartily about his abilities
to predict the sexes of the local babies, of who would marry who. He showed me eagerly his treasure trove of
magical potions and let me touch and smell them; they smelled heavily of different unidentifiable spices.
Finally, we finished our session. I had thought that perhaps this was a stunt put on for tourists; an amusement
perhaps. I realized for the community he was the real deal as I left his hut, only to notice a crowd of a half
dozen or so locals lined up and glaring at me for taking up so much of his valuable time. I murmured my
apologies as I stuck my head in to ask one last question about my future.. Yup, two boys and a girl. Thinking
of taking a safari in Africa? Check out tours by G Adventures or Intrepid Travel and get planning today! Share
This Article on Social Media!
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Edit After the Charmed Ones experienced ghostly activity in Halliwell Manor , they decided to summon a
Witch Doctor hoping that he would expel the evil spirits playing tricks on them. They found an entry in the
Book of Shadows with a potion and summoning spell, they followed the instructions and chanted the spell and
a Witch Doctor appeared. Upon appearing, he pulled out a voodoo doll and held it in front of him and
questioned the Charmed Ones if they ever vanquished a demon in the house, to it the sisters responded "a
hundred, give or take another hundred". The Witch Doctor stated that must be way he senses so much evil
energy. The Witch Doctor then left the kitchen and searched for more evil energy. The Witch Doctor then
captures a minor evil spirit and states that there is another bigger one, one that he called Big Momma. He
stated that the walls of the Manor are clogged with evil waste - the worst he had ever seen. The Witch Doctor
said that the house has been purged but he found it troublesome how the home got so infested with evil in the
first place. Not knowing how the sisters were, he stated that he believed the sisters were magnets for evil; that
evil is drawn to their powers. The Head Witch Doctor wondered if the sisters could withstand the evil and his
fellow Doctor said he found it doubtful; he found that the sisters were easily distracted by the pettiness of their
lives and that eventually evil would overtake them and their powers. The head Doctor responded they must
eliminate the sisters. The head Doctor questioned how they would destroy the sisters, the Witch Doctor said
by attacking them as humans - as women; he would turn their character flaws into obsessions. Obsessions that
would consume them, ultimately destroying them. Piper was in the midst of locating the ingredients to
summon the Witch Doctor and Leo appeared and informed her that the Elders believed the Witch Doctor stole
their personal items so that they could place a hex on them. She then continued throwing plates and dishes into
the trash. Piper then organized the magical herbs and ingredients in the kitchen cupboards as well as placing
plastic over all the furniture in the Manor. Piper then went outside after cleaning up the inside of the Manor,
she retrieved a ladder and began to take the shingles off of the roof and told Leo she planned to replace the
entire roof. Leo reminded Piper about the situation at hand and that he needed help but Piper was preoccupied
with cleaning because of the hex. Frustrated by how dirty the house is, Piper later decided to cast a vanishing
spell to make the house disappear stating that she wanted to rebuild the house from scratch. Phoebe Halliwell
"Piper, just so you know, I may have to flee the country, but just for a little while. And I will call you, okay.
Phoebe was in the midst of a photo shoot for The Bay Mirror to counter what another advice columnist,
Spencer Ricks , said about women. The photographer then continued taking pictures as Leo left. Phoebe then
went back to Halliwell Manor and made a potion that would turn Spencer Ricks into a turkey. Piper came into
the kitchen and told her to clean up the mess when Phoebe informed her she may have to flee the country. She
then grabbed him by the neck and brought him back to the Manor where she planned to bake him. Paige
Matthews "I can convince Glen to move up the ceremony before that crazy ex of his gets in the way again.
After learning that her best friend Glen Belland was getting married, Paige was shocked and disappointed
because she had feelings for Glen and was hoping the two would start dating again. Paige then called Jessica a
"blonde bimbette", implied that she had breast implants and she told Glen he is marrying the wrong person.
Afterwards, Paige then appeared to Jessica in her car and orbed her onto a cliffed edge in fiery pit of hell, she
then exclaimed to Jessica that she just pissed off a witch. Paige then went to the church where Jessica and
Glen planned to wed and glamoured into Jessica in an attempt to marry Glen in the wedding ceremony. Paige
told Leo her plan and that there was no stopping her, she then went to walk down the isle to Glen who was
waiting at the altar. Leo followed Paige and then Glen walked to them and questioned what was going on,
thinking that Leo was sent by Paige as an attempt to stop the wedding. Paige, as Jessica, told Glen to go back
to the altar. When he asked where Jessica was, she responded "Hell if I know". Paige told Leo there was no
stopping her and that Jessica is not an innocent because she stole Glen from her. Leo then orbed out. Undoing
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the Hex Edit After realizing that Paige orbed Jessica into a fiery pit in hell, he orbed to her and brought her
back to the church where Paige was about to marry Glen. Glen realized the woman he was about to marry was
Paige and her eyes glowed red again, the hex on her was broken after seeing the pain she caused Glen and
Jessica. Leo and Paige then orbed back to outside Halliwell Manor and saw that there was no Manor, it was
just Piper sweeping the steps and front sidewalk, she explained she cast the vanishing spell and that she felt it
was better to start from scratch. She then casts a reversal spell making the house and Phoebe reappear. Leo
grabbed her arm to stop her and they tried to figure a way to break the hex on her but could think of nothing.
She then told the Doctors to reverse the hex or it would be their last. Just as Phoebe was walking towards Leo
with the butcher knife she was going to use to kill Spencer, her eyes glowed red and the hex was broken. The
Witch Doctor Little is known of Witch Doctors except for their dedication to expel evil spirits from demonic
footholds. Using strange unknown magic rituals, Witch Doctors feel their outsider status as watchdogs of evil
gives them the freedom to attack evil in all its shifting guises. They may be summoned via the following spell:
Chapter 4 : Real Spells Of Magic Witch Doctor Spell Kits
The Witch Doctor has 1, ratings and 16 reviews. Jammies said: While there are a number of good things about this
book, I am disappointed and irritated.

Chapter 5 : Scooby-Doo! and the Witch Doctor | Scoobypedia | FANDOM powered by Wikia
In a skeptical, entertaining, iconoclastic audit of the management-guru industry, Economist editors Micklethwait and
Wooldridge focus primarily on pundits such as Peter Drucker, Tom Peters, James.

Chapter 6 : The Witch Doctor | The Charmed Legacy Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Witch Doctor by Christopher Stasheff Saul didn't have so many friends that he would give one up without a fight. So
when Matt disappeared, Saul started a search that led through Matt's kitchen window -- straight into a world of magic
and desperate danger!

Chapter 7 : A Visit to A Malawian Witch Doctor
The information about The Witch Doctor's Wife shown above was first featured in "The BookBrowse Review" BookBrowse's online-magazine that keeps our members abreast of notable and high-profile books publishing in the
coming weeks.

Chapter 8 : What is a Witch Doctor? (with pictures)
Witch Doctor is a US comic book created by writer Brandon Seifert and artist Lukas blog.quintoapp.com was the first title
published by Skybound Entertainment, an imprint of Image Comics.

Chapter 9 : The Witch Doctors: Making Sense of the Management Gurus by John Micklethwait
Self-proclaimed Watchdogs of Evil, Witch Doctors are dedicated to their ability to expel and capture evil spirits from
demonic footholds. A Witch Doctor feels their outsider status as Watchdogs of Evil gives them the freedom to attack or
obliterate any being they consider evil.
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